October 10 - 12, 2014
VFW Hall
104 Mill Road, Guilford, CT 06437
Hi JJHP Jazz Fans!
Something Special for Sunday!!! TRIPLE TREAT
Nothing like a fast paced reed feature to get blood flowing and the feet
tapping. Lucky for us, we have the incomparable Noel Kaletsky joining the
Anderson brothers in a Triple Reed presentation on Sunday afternoon at Jeff
and Joel’s House Party. This should be great!!!
Pete and Will Anderson
The brothers from Washington, DC and
presently living in New York City are
considered virtuosos on both clarinet
and saxophone. You will love their
improvisations. They can play anything
from classical, bebop, pops and
traditional jazz. They are the choice
saxophonists for some well-known
personalities like Wynton Marsalis and
his band as well as the New York City
Ballet. Their CDs reflect their virtuosity playing their arrangements from Cole
Porter, Richard Rogers and Duke Ellington to classical themes from Chopin,
Debussy and Gershwin in jazz.
Noel Kaletsky
Jeff and Joel’s House Party wouldn’t be the same
without Noel!!! The unbelievable Noel Kaletsky
and his wailing clarinet will join Pete and Will
Anderson for an additional surprise session on
Sunday afternoon, October 12. You never know
what to expect with the combinations of musicians
directed by Jeff Barnhart, but this trio should be
especially creative and fun.
Noel is a “reedman extraordinaire” and has played
with the Bearcats, Galvanized Jazz Band,
Heartbeat Jazz Band, and Titan Hot Seven to
name a few and is well known at traditional jazz
festivals from coast to coast. He plays saxophone
and clarinet with a passionate intensity right “from the heart” — a true
traditional jazz musician.
Here are a couple of tunes you can’t help but smile as you listen to. First,
from the House party in October of 2012, the bionic Noel Kaletsky on the
Soprano Sax and Dr. John Clark on the clarinet burn through this Spencer
Williams tune, Shim-me She Wabble
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8oiST9IqLc0).
From October 2013, Noel is on the soprano sax and is joined by Alain
Marquet on the clarinet as they play this 1922 tune composed by Phil
Boutelje and Dick Winfree - Chinaboy
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qrx7G7VfGHA).
Joined by the Anderson twins, we believe this reed trio will bring unstoppable
fun.
Don’t miss out on the 15 musicians coming for a fantastic musical treat. Be
sure you have your reservations made for the Friday Night Special from 7
to 9pm featuring Dan Levinson and Molly Ryan. This is only $30.
On Saturday 11am to 4pm with lunch, 5pm to 10pm with dinner, and
Sunday 11am to 4pm with brunch, these 3 sessions are $225 or $80 per
session. Beer, wine and mixed drinks can be purchased while water, soft
drinks and juices are free.
Call Maureen for seat reservations at (203) 208-1481 and check out the
website for additional information at www.jeffandjoelshouseparty.com.

